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Motivation 1: massive neutrinos
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Motivation 2: modified gravity
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Lagrangian perturbation theory
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Scale dependent source: neutrinos
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Scale dependent source: MG
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FL (Frame Lagging) terms appear when transforming from  q–FT  to  x–FT

LCDM

Equation of motion
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with A, B,... scale and time dependent function.

LPT kernels    

AA & A.Banerjee 2020

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.06508
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From LPT to EPT
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Velocity field

At linear order:

where f(k,t) is the scale dependent growth function, and  f0 is its large scales value (k << km) 
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The dipole in the second order density kernel F2 arises from expanding  δ(x + Ψ)  to lowest order

In Fourier space

Similarly, for the velocity field

Using
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Growth rate
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Full PT model

With functions

For each volume element of the integration we need to solve a system of differential 
equations to find the second and third order functions A, B, . . . . 

Hence, these integrals are computationally expensive, precluding the use of efficient 
parameter sampling algorithms for estimation of cosmological parameters.
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fkPT
   

However, the primary new contributions to the loop corrections stem from the growth 
rates f(k), instead of the computationally expensive A, B... functions.

Define the fk-kernels

and similar for higher orders.

  A.A,++ 2021, Noriega++ 2022 & Rodríguez-Meza++ 2023

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.13771
https://arxiv.org/abs/2208.02791
https://arxiv.org/abs/2312.10510
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fkPT

with

fk-kernels:    Replace  A(k1,k2 )  by its large scale value  ALS∼1.01. Also for B.   
                            For EdS  A=B=1

For example, one of the Imn (k)  functions is 



17M. Maus et al 2024
H. Noriega et al 2024

H. Noriega, AA,..  2022  
github.com/henoriega/FOLPS-nu    < 0.2 s
github.com/cosmodesi/folpsax          < 0.02 s

Arnaud de Mattia

https://arxiv.org/abs/2404.07272
https://arxiv.org/abs/2404.07269
https://arxiv.org/abs/2208.02791
https://github.com/henoriega/FOLPS-nu
https://github.com/cosmodesi/folpsax
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DR12 BOSS LRGs and eBOSS QSOs
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DESI 2024: cosmo params
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Modified gravity
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Modified gravity

● The power spectrum is enhanced on 
scales above k ∝ fR0

-1.

● fR0    doesn’t affect the background 
expansion.
 

● Notice the degeneracy between 𝛺m 
and  fR0 
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Neutrinos
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❖ We may search for other methods to constrain the neutrino mass.  

❖ An alternative would be to probe the suppression of the power spectrum, 

as was initially proposed.

❖ Despite the significantly reduced constraining power, it can be more 

robust.
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Decompose the two linear power spectra into broadband + wiggles and mix the pieces to obtain four models. 
Then, we evolve them non linearly and generate four synthetic data:

Broadband vs wiggles
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Most of the information about neutrino mass comes from the suppression of 
wiggles, rather than from the suppression of broadband.

.

Broadband vs wiggles
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Thank you!

See Hernan’s talk in Neutrinos from Home 2024 in youtube:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLCdT-91nEE&t=4s&pp=ygUTbmV1dHJpbm9zIGZyb20gaG9tZQ%3D%3D

